In continuation of the sequential unfoldment of the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan, may We
ask Chohan El Morya to come forward and share with us that which He wishes us to know, as part of
this introduction to the New Book that shall compliment, both Book 1 – The God Awakening, and
laying the further foundations for the greater unfoldment, and the execution of this Path that we have
chosen. How can we continue to develop the Christ Council Templates for the maximum benevolence
in Service to the Greater Whole? How can we focus more intently toward the manifestation of the New
Reshel Grid Narayana Joy Light Temples and Communities? How can we assist in the drawing forth
other like-minded Dear Souls to join this Divine Opportunity while continuing to create the Cohesive
Energies of Shamballa, The Hierarchy, Humanity and what is known as Humanity – The Supplementary
Seven? We look forward to your Direction Beloved, in Love and Light! Bless You!

“Dear Ones, I Am El Morya, and I come today as part of this wondrous unfoldment that lays before
you. I give thanks and Am in Joy for this opportunity to speak at this most auspicious time in the Creation
of this Divine Plan. This is my first direct Discourse given to the whole of the Elemental Grace Alliance
Council, including the Dear human members, and so I now invite, in Love and Light, All Esteemed
Members to come forth and in the future, to Hear what I am about to share. I Transmit these words
across the Etheric Airways, transcending All Dimensions and Levels of Dimensional Frequencies, for all
Dear Souls to Hear and Feel, this Exposition, Entreaty, Assessment, Plea, Magnetization, this
Illumination of Truth through a deeper Contemplation for All to consider more profoundly, this United
Forcefield of Love in Action, through their I Am Presence, so they may, if they are ready, come and Unite
with Us, in a Heartfelt way within and for this Divine Plan. All are invited, but We Know, only those
ready will truly read or listen to this message, will find an easier spiritual transition in the future. What
happens after that, is of their own free will choice.”
“As part of the Template for the EGA Discourses, created thus far, I Am El Morya, Chohan of the
1 st Ray. My Qualities and Virtues are Christ Responsibilities, Christ Power, Christ Will, Christ Purity,
and Christ Faith. I Am the Initiator of the Throat Chakra, that relates to the Divine Faith in God’s Will
and the Word of Wisdom.” “Dear Souls, what you have asked, would fill volumes of books, but We are
only interested here for now, to consolidate the information to maximize the opportunities that face
humanity in the next few years ahead.”
“I shall begin here in an elementary way, before I go into the realms of the complexities that will
envelop this journey as you begin to approach to Greater Awareness’s. By keeping it simple here We offer
you some unassuming understanding, so that you may both, appreciate and hopefully further implement,
in terms of your own superficial natures, for it is a near impossible task at this point to gain sufficient
attention of those to take what All the Masters share within Their Communications. Many listen and
read Our Channels around the world, and still the majority do not hear the messages deep enough to
make the necessary changes in their lives, to make a difference within the Life of humanity upon Earth.
I say this, not to the general populace, for they are totally unaware of the Truth of their realities, but to
those who represent the New World Servers; those who stand upon the cusp of the greatest changes ever
known upon this planet. There remain two potentialities of changes to come. 1. The change that Mother
Nature and the Elementals will enforce, that will entail massive world events through earth quakes,
tornadoes, volcanic eruptions, floods, plagues, droughts and storms like you have never seen before! 2.
The change through the use of Grace, Ease, minimal destruction and loss of life.”
“We have outlined this in the Elemental Grace Alliance Discourses, but still no-one is listening, not
really. We knew this was coming, whereby humanity, even those more advanced thinkers, would still find

that their own ego desires and self-preferences would continue to take preference over the healing and
clearing of old human consciousness that is responsible for the huge earth events, that must be employed
to bring this planet back into balance before humanity themselves would destroy it and themselves. We
have to tell this story!”
“Nearly 80 years ago, Shamballa sat in Council and decided to initiate a Divine Plan, one of many.
In this case, a Divine Plan that would come into manifestation for the purpose of greater awareness, in
the hope that those who were ready to step into Higher Responsibilities and Authority, who could then
take the Reins of Human Evolution upon the ground themselves. The Purpose was, as it has always been,
for humanity to take over their own Evolutionary Processes. To clean up their own mistakes, miscreations and bring balance back to all matters that relate to this Earth and Solar System is the only way
here.”
“That Plan, which began 80 years ago is what has become known as the Elemental Grace Alliance.
Not by name, but in Essence! This Divine Plan was to become an Educational Platform whereby it could
take vast amounts of information and condense it down to show, in the shortest time possible, a formula,
that could do two things.
1. To identify those aspects of human history and evolution in a way that would stir, inspire,
ignite human desires to take the next steps toward the goals presently in focus.
2. To create a formula, whereby if followed carefully with the utmost of commitment and
focus, could fast track those who still could not quite ascertain sufficient knowledge to make the
necessary decisions that would stir them enough into a World of Action to change this 3rd
Dimensional Reality into being about sustaining and maintaining a Quality of Life and Freedom
of Spirit for all.”
“Many have tried, and many have made huge strides. Many have paved the roads with wonderful heart
felt intentions and We tell you all these have made many major changes in the direction the Earth is
revolving toward. Many groups exist today, who are truly unaware of just what is required for Christ
Communities to be made manifest. I tell you, that the present members of the Elemental Grace Alliance
are still unaware of this, however what is unfolding herein, is that because it is consciously unknown,
there is also a desire and focus of not trying to direct it in any particular way. It is being allowed to unfold
in its Own Way and at its own pace, while not holding onto any past knowledge or processes of which,
have to a degree, worked for previous successes, but which cannot be sustained in the New Aquarian
Golden Age.”
“So, the Elemental Grace Alliance is first and foremost an Educator; the first Book of Words was
created. It was called Phase I. Since that time nearly 2 years ago, Phase II has been in place and it has
been unfolding in such a way to shed Greater Light upon this Plan and how it shall continue to unfold.
This Book then is the result of Phase II, a sequential unfurling of chronological events that shows clearly,
through Discourses and a variety of experimental and exploratory ventures, that have culminated into a
closure of what we can now upon the Planet soon. I will not speak of this further right now, for although
these are Our Goals, that of Grounding Our Etheric Temples within the Physical Plane, first the Christ
Councils must become a Reality on the Ground within humanity itself! This will be done through the
Building of the Rainbow Bridge, The Antahkarana, your earthly link to the Prime Creator, Shamballa,
Hierarchy and Humanity as Our Beloved Djwhal Kuhl has gone to great lengths to explain and define in
all His Books!”
“The building of the Antahkarana, has to be done intelligently, wisely and knowledgeably, but not
critically, analytically or seriously. It is a personal endeavor and one that must be born of the individuality
of each human Expression of the God Self or the I Am within each Dear Soul. Then, and only then, can

it be expanded upon into the Group Antahkarana for the Purposes of what I have shared above. It is
essential, that to start this work, for those who have not already begun, that it should be based upon that
which is today in existence and in a way, that does not separate or discriminate between purpose or
technique, individual or group. Nature does not work with such divisions, fissures or interruptions within
its consciousness. Yet in humanity, there must remain an apparent hiatus, a lull or interval between facts
and what is known about humanity and the various races of mankind. This is important due to the
differing natures of each culture, race and creed of mankind.”
“In previous transitional periods, some of the bridging forms between human races have disappeared
and illusionary gaps are accepted as reality. This illusion serves a purpose, but it is not Real - in fact or
in Reality. Because man has intelligence, this purpose eliminates misperceptions and further mis-creations
had mankind created further separation and division without Knowing the Truth. Through the study of
the 7 Root Races, this would become far more apparent and more widely understood.”
“You have not yet discovered all that is to be found in the world of phenomenal appearances, yet you
have now entered Dear Ones, one of the greatest natural transitional periods of all time. To pass through
it, however, many Divine Sacrifices will be needed to be made. Beloved Sanat Kumara defines Divine
Sacrifice in this way; ‘When we use the word Sacrifice in spiritual matters we think of giving oneself up
to a Higher Power. As one progresses Spiritually, one realizes that their individuality will come under the
dominion of a Greater Will. Further along the Path of Initiation, the initiate learns that his True Will is
not his personal will which is diminishing, but is his “Monadic Essence,” Qualified by “Fixed
Determination” to follow the Will or Purpose of the Planetary Logos.’”
“Sanat Kumara is Our Highest example of Sacrifice. He has taken on the responsibility to Serve as
Earth’s Soul and Became “the Great Sacrifice.” It is also man’s destiny to become a Savior of Humanity,
brought forth to this stage by Great Evolved Beings within the Spiritual Hierarchy, who in turn, are under
the Supremacy of Sanat Kumara, the Eternal Youth, the Creator, the Lord of the World based within
Shamballa.” “We are therefore, laying the foundations here for the emergence of the New Adam/Lilith
Kadmon Man and Woman - Human Race. A New Species of Human Being, more highly evolved as a
Human Family Circle of Oneness. However, within this present human race, the problem remains, and
much of the present failures going on within this present stage of evolution is in desperate need to measure
up to the Levels of Consciousness required for humanity to pass through the next Rings of
Consciousness. This will only require a very small percentage of humanity to achieve this, but you know
this already else you would not be reading or listening to this at all.”
“Today there is a need for far more symbolic aspects for the human race to grow. You may not
recognize this, and it may come as a bit of a shock to you. But it will make sense when I explain it for
you! It is about reading and writing! Reading has to do with the tailoring of ideas, visions and images
with form and this is related to the first step in the creative process, wherein Deity, Governed and
Impelled by an idea (embodying God's Purpose and Plan), converting that idea, vision, or image, into
the desired substance and then tailoring it with the needed outer appearance. The Elemental Grace
Alliance is providing this tailoring process, through its writing! This does not necessarily have to duplicate
in every aspect of its own God Design, but simply to be a tailored Formula, a generated Template, that
provides the Truth of its Design, in a Manifested way that cannot be denied as a God Plan with a God
Given Purpose through Divine Will, as the result!”
“Writing then symbolizes the method whereby the process is carried on, but it is of course far more
personal in its implications. Reading is concerned essentially with the realization of a tailored idea of
some kind, any kind, whereas writing is, curiously enough, concerned with the individual's conscious selfrelationship to those ideas, visions or images. It is the measure, the Truth of the writing, the information

delivered, and the confluence of the Words and Idea, that produces the Light Substance that then has
the potential to manifest/Precipitate that idea, vision or image.”
“This relates to the natural flow of Precipitation in Nature. The idea, the ideal and the idol! Djwhal
Khul says: ‘The Head (the idea), the Heart (the ideal) and the Throat (the creative agent of the resulting
idol, the temporary and fleeting expression of the ideal, inspired by the idea) shall come into being; three
great Centers shall now emerge in time and space and—at this point in the evolutionary cycle— we call
them Shamballa, the Hierarchy and Humanity.’”
“So here you have the Elemental Grace Alliance. Book 1, “The God Awakening” is the Idea. - The
Head. Book 2 “The Group/Christ Antahkarana” - the Ideal is the Heart, and Book 3, “The Christ
Councils” - The Throat, shall be the creative agent of the resulting idol ready to make
manifest/Precipitate. The Idol is the Life of the Idea and the Ideal!”
“This Book 2, is designed to lead one to the Heart of the Ideal! It has taken 2 years to formulate and
put into practice, and experiment with, and although the present group members of the EGA/The Sun
of Even Pressure Disciple Council, have and continue to walk an unpaved road, the intention is to Pave
that road with proven results for others to follow without having to Pave all over again! The Results thus
far, We can See are Proving to be Valid and Exemplary, albeit not necessarily seen by our Brothers and
Sisters upon the ground just yet. But We tell you, The Elementals and the Devas are aware of the
Intentions and Visions to Create and give Form to those Ideas. Phase III, Will, through Divine Will
begin to Solidify this Divine Plan.”
“I inform you, the Elemental Grace Alliance has now become a Living Organism, and cannot be
classified as a foundation, organization or a business that produces product or services for generating
revenue or profit, as many spiritually based groups do. The EGA is without hierarchical levels of internal
structure; all members are equal in position and responsibilities. Beloved Djwhal Khul says this in Rule
3, of the 14 Rules of Group Initiation.
“The work now being done by Shamballa and the Hierarchy on behalf of humanity will tend also to
develop group consciousness and the formation of many groups which will be living organisms and not
organizations; it will make group initiation possible and will enable certain aspects of the will to flower
forth correctly and with safety. The tendency to overlook the distinction between groups and
organizations are still very deep-seated; the coming of the Christ will throw much light upon this
problem. A study of Rule IV as given to disciples and initiates will also serve to clarify this matter, and
with that we shall now concern ourselves”.
End of excerpt

“The other aspect of writing, from the standpoint of the Masters, is to anchor new ideas in to the
conscious mind of mankind, to bring into potentiality certain words, definitions and concepts for future
manifestation by humanity themselves, especially in the times where the need for change through the
advanced thinkers to begin to aspire to. Those who we call Disciples and Initiates. A Disciple is one
who has not yet completed his/her 3rd Cosmic Initiation, and the Initiate is one who has passed the
Third Initiation. In the Rays and Initiations by Alice Bailey, Djwhal Khul says this about Disciples and
Initiates that reflect the foundational intentions of creating specific Formulas of Approach that shall
Evoke through Invocations and Decrees, the Attentions and Actions of the Hierarchy and Shamballa to
Unite with Humanity within the Spiritual Triad.
“For Disciples and Initiates: Let the group life emit the Word of invocation and thus evoke response
within those distant Ashrams where move the Chohans of the race of men. They are no longer men as

are the Masters, but, having passed beyond that lesser stage, have linked themselves with the Great
Council in the highest Secret Place. Let the group sound a dual chord, reverberating in the halls where
move the Masters, but finding pause and prolongation within those radiant halls where move the "Lights
which carry out the Will of God."
“This can be seen through the ages that have inspired and brought about advancement to the human
race. Without the inauguration of the framework, structure and fabric of the New Age which will start
with certain premises, while only remaining dreams to so many, can be exalted by the New World Servers
who will develop the new Human Race within the Aquarian Age. This New Aquarian Age will
dominantly precipitate through the new group activities and interchange of ideas, visions, images and
inspirational focused attention with group interplay, group idealism and group consciousness. The
Piscean Age, now passed was one of personality unfoldment and emphasis, personality focus and
personality consciousness.
“Now you have a very broad understanding of the Elemental Grace Alliance Divine Plan. If you have
not already read Book 1 – The God Awakening, then I would invite you to do so, for it contains the very
foundation of the idea, by providing a summarized account of that which I have explained above.” “To
engage this Plan, the reading of this Book 2 “The Group Antahkarana”, will not help you much, for
without the previous part read and reviewed and tailored to your own Individualized Expression, you
will only fall into the trap that so many fall into and you will not appreciate the value of this Work.”
“Book 2 speaks for itself and is graded within its Radiation for the increased momentum to take one
through the various opportunities to see and recognize ‘The Formulas of Approach’, a Formula and
Template that once employed will, without doubt, assist in the fast tracking of one’s expanding
consciousness. But remember this, it is going to ask for your complete Divine Sacrifice to all that no
longer serves you. It shall mean for you to be stripped clean and release all personal desire, to Surrender
you to the Higher Christ Will.”
“You are being led here to a set of 14 Rules that have been tried and tested over eons of time. You
may not understand everything you read, but do not be dismayed, for if you do everything you are Guided
to do and forget about your own personal attainments for both individual and group Initiation, it will
all happen quite naturally! But make no mistake, you will still have to do the work and surrender to all
that you continue to hold onto that which relates to ‘I shall do it my way’! Your way Dear Soul is about
to end, if not, then your personal development shall only be delayed and elongated within time itself.”
“I now wish to speak to you of the Antahkarana, and to do this I am going to speak of it in terms of
its own language that Djwhal Khul delivers within His many books. I shall do this by taking many
passages direct from the Books that shall provide a summary of what you can expect if you continue to
read this Book 2, to its end! We dedicate the following to Our Beloved Brother Djwhal Khul and All
His Heart felt Devotion to His Own Earth Mission and Divine Plan and Purpose.”
“Individual Initiation is challenging to understand and describe, because it refers to States of Being
you haven’t attained yet. Group Initiation is even more abstract, especially to the individual consciousness,
which means that any consideration of the group Antahkarana is necessarily difficult to put into words.
Still, there are a number of things that can be said about the Antahkarana in group context that can be
useful to aspiring disciples who seek to develop their group or develop themselves within a group.”
“In both individual and group contexts, developing the Antahkarana is a fundamental aspect of
Initiation. Remember that “no major Initiation can be taken until there is some measure of conscious use
of the Antahkarana.” Similarly, “groups being prepared for Initiation should consist only of those who
are in process of building the Antahkarana.” More specifically, the Antahkarana can be considered as a

measuring stick of awareness. That’s because Initiation indicates mastery of, or freedom from, the
influences of a particular plane, and the Antahkarana is a bridge or roadway of consciousness projected
through the planes. For example, ‘the Antahkarana must be completed and direct contact must be
established with the Spiritual Triad by the time the third Initiation has been taken.’ For the Fourth
Initiation, the Antahkarana provides the road to Renunciation through which one withdraws from form
life: ‘It is with the Antahkarana that the initiate is concerned in the fourth Initiation.’”
“Group Initiation is an important macrocosm of personal Initiation, and similarly the group
Antahkarana is a macrocosm of the personal Antahkarana. Understanding and promoting the
development of the group Antahkarana assists in understanding and promoting group Initiation, along
with one’s individual Antahkarana.”
“One can’t study individual Initiation to any serious depth without also considering group Initiation.
Group awareness and service grows as the individual personality is refined through the first few
Initiations. After a certain point, individual Initiation and group Initiation are inseparably linked, because
the individual is integrated with his or her group and has transcended self-interest and individual will.
Hierarchical Level concepts can be better understood in a group context, or on an individual level by
aligning and identifying more with the group. With respect to the individual Antahkarana, “when the
disciple has flung one strand of living light (through the power of magnetic love) across the space
separating the Triad and the personality, he discovers that he is a part of a group.” DK

“A particular group is usually composed of individuals at varied stages on the spiritual Path, who have
achieved different levels of personal Initiation. In general, it seems that the status of a group as a whole
is lower than the average of the individuals within it. For example, a group of seekers who have passed
the Second Initiation individually probably haven’t developed their group as a whole enough to reach an
equivalent level. I like to use an analogy based on music: A collection of skilled musicians thrown together
doesn’t make a skilled orchestra, at least not until they practice together and develop experience as a
group.”
“Group Initiation is generally a more advanced concept than individual Initiation, since it not only
requires individual Initiates, but also for them to come together effectively. For example, if the average
individual in an esoteric group is around the Third Initiation, the group itself may only be near its First
Initiation. A similar concept is how standard systemic Initiations are offset by two from higher Sirian
Initiations. For example, the third systemic Initiation is also called the first Sirian Initiation. Given the
advanced status of Sirius and its special relation to our system and Hierarchy, Sirius inherently holds
group ideas for us. Because Sirian Initiations are offset by two from the individual systemic Initiations,
there might be a similar average offset when comparing individual and group Initiations.”
“Group Initiation can apply not only to an esoteric group of disciples, but also to humanity as a
whole. The human kingdom stands ready for the ordeal and the accolade of fire, preceding the first
Initiation. At that final stage, Humanity today stands. The personal Antahkarana allows the individual
to achieve Initiation, and liberation from matter and form. Similarly, the group Antahkarana allows the
group and even humanity as a whole to do so: “In the many strands of light, woven by the aspirants,
disciples and initiates of the world, we can see the group Antahkarana gradually appearing - that bridge
whereby humanity as a whole will be able to abstract itself from matter and form.”
“The individual Antahkarana starts by bridging a link between the personality and soul. Therefore,
the group Antahkarana forms a link between the group personality or manifestation in the three worlds,
and the group soul. However, when the group is considered at a large enough level, the group Antahkarana
really links kingdoms, specifically its purpose is, so that there may be established a group Antahkarana
between the kingdom of souls and the world of men.”

“In general, the Antahkarana provides a conscious link to higher states of being. Insight from soul or
Triadal levels can impress the individual via the personal Antahkarana. Similarly, group thought, and
development can be impressed by the group Antahkarana. Master DK emphasized the use of constructed
group Antahkarana when working with His group of disciples: ‘I shall let you know which are the hints
I give, so that together the group may profit by them... This will result, eventually, in an inflow of light
from the Spiritual Triad via the group Antahkarana, constructed of the ‘rainbow bridge’ of each disciple.’”

“For the individual, the Antahkarana first links to the soul, and then the permanent atoms of the
Spiritual Triad. The Hierarchy, the kingdom of souls, works mainly upon the planes of the Triad.
However, the group is a macrocosm or a higher spiral version of the individual, which already works with
the Hierarchy to some degree. Therefore, for the evolved group, the group Antahkarana can project
toward higher levels of being, namely Shamballa. This is illustrated in the statement that: “the group
Antahkarana becomes a channel of unimpeded communication direct from Shamballa to the group
because every member of the group is a member of the Hierarchy. In this manner the three planetary
centers arrive at the needed relationship, and another great triangle reaches true functioning activity.””

“Another way of understanding the development of the Antahkarana at Shamballic Levels is that
individual will is increasingly replaced with awareness of Divine Will. In this context “individual will”
means the will of a lower personality, or even the individual will of a group. This is illustrated in the
following quote: ‘When the Antahkarana of a group is rightly constructed, then the individualized groupwill will disappear in the full consciousness of the Monadic Purpose or clear directed Will. These are
points which the disciple preparing for Initiation has to consider as he prepares for the higher Initiations,
and these are the points which any group or ashram in preparation for Initiation has also to consider.’”

“How does the aspiring group proceed to build the group Antahkarana? To begin, forming the
personal Antahkarana is something every individual must do for themselves. Your method of building
the Antahkarana will be very much your own. The guidelines can be given, but the interior processes
must be worked out by you and you alone. It follows that each group must also form the group
Antahkarana in its own way, with no hard and fast rules. However, we can at least say that the nature of
the individual or group (and the Rays of their soul and personality) influences the manner in which they
approach the Antahkarana. For a large enough group, such as the Antahkarana for the kingdom of
humanity itself, the group is conditioned by Ray 2, the soul Ray of humanity and of our system, and
therefore follows the Ray 2 Will to Unify.
“On a fundamental level, it is important to realize that the Antahkarana (whether individual or group)
is a bridge of consciousness. It’s not some material construct built outside of oneself, but is rather a
representative of one’s own awareness. That means the Antahkarana is built through experience,
experiment, and one’s own efforts, which in turn means that group efforts promote the group
Antahkarana. Consider the quote that, ‘all growth is through experiment, struggle and persistence - hence
the present modern upheaval. It is significant of a ‘pushing through’ to the light, the light of the world,
as well as the group Antahkarana.’ That quote also shows that much growth of the Antahkarana, whether
individual or group, can happen unconsciously. One of the Antahkarana meditation says, “It will take
years of steady application to build the Antahkarana to the point of real usefulness - unless considerable
work has been done - mostly unconsciously - in previous incarnations.’”

“Effectively building the group Antahkarana depends upon building an effective group. That means
increasing group unity, group identification, and group participation and cooperation. These points are
illustrated in another directive given to Master DK’s disciples: ‘The great need for all of you in this group
at this time is consciously to relate yourselves to each other in an increasingly close union. The building

of the group Antahkarana as a part of a great life thread can only thus be carried forward effectively. See,
therefore, that this group identification goes on with all the cooperation which you can render.’”

“Building the individual Antahkarana consists of the six steps of Intention, Visualization, Projection,
Invocation and Evocation, Stabilization, and Resurrection. Building the group Antahkarana involves the
same steps, although it’s important to realize that these steps need to be applied in group form. The
points below assume that one is already familiar with these steps to some degree as they apply to the
individual. Some additional comments about each step with respect to group context follow:
“Intention: The individual forms a personal point of tension on the highest sub-plane of the
personality, which is the 4th sub-plane of the mental plane. The development of group tension is
described in Rule 1 for disciples and Initiates, which directs the group toward a newer tension.”
“Visualization: Visualization involves imagination, and imagination vibrates on the level of the 2nd
highest astral sub-plane. Unlike other steps, group imagination perhaps has the best capability of being
done to some degree even by an individual. Imagination allows one to visualize that which isn’t true. For
example, imagination allows one to visualize the Antahkarana even if it hasn’t been built yet, which of
course acts as a blueprint for actual construction. Similarly, an individual can help visualize the building
of the group Antahkarana, even as an individual.”
“Projection: There aren’t any direct references to the term group projection in the Alice Bailey books,
however, to act of group projection when working with the group Antahkarana. For group projection,
we use the Ray 2 Word of Power, ‘I See the Greatest Light,’ because humanity as a whole has a Ray 2
soul and we live in a Ray 2 system. Presumably, other non-human groups in other planetary or solar
systems are associated with other Rays, and therefore use the Word of Power for alternative Rays.”
“Invocation and Evocation: Invocation is very much a group endeavor. Group invocation can be seen
in several contexts. The result of invocation is it, ‘enables the group life to be transferred along the group
Antahkarana and focuses it once and for all in the Master's Ashram.’”

“Stabilization: The final steps are outside the control of the individual or group, and little is said
about them. One point that is made is that when the Antahkarana does finally reach Monadic levels, it’s
initially thin, and it must be used in order to become thicker and stable. That means the Antahkarana
isn’t something that’s built once and then ignored, but rather is continually expanded and exercised.”
“Resurrection: Esoteric resurrection doesn’t mean returning from bodily death, but rather rising to a
new spiritual awareness. However, this state of spiritual livingness could be considered exalted enough
that the previous condition is dead in comparison. Resurrection takes place at the lofty Seventh Initiation
of the same name, as well as to a degree at the Fourth Initiation. The Renunciation process of the Fourth
Initiation and the transcendence of the Causal body can take place on a group level, as well as for an
individual. This is described as: ‘The outer group dies, occultly speaking. The soul of the group, being
now merged with the life aspect on levels higher than those on which the causal body exists, is no longer
of major importance; the Great Renunciation takes place, and the causal body - having served its purpose
- dies and is destroyed.’”

“In building the Antahkarana, step #3 of projection is accompanied by a Word of Power appropriate
for the soul Ray. A Word of Power is really an idea or declaration composed of several words indicating
how each Ray approaches the process of union between personality, soul, and Spirit. The soul will, and
Word of Power for each Ray is listed below.”
Antahkarana Words of Power

Ray
Ray
1
Ray
2
Ray
3
Ray
4
Ray
5
Ray
6
Ray
7

Nature
Will / Power

Focus
Initiate

Words of Power
I Assert the Fact

Love / Wisdom

Unify

I See the Greatest Light

Intelligent Activity

Evolve

Purpose Itself Am I

Harmony Through Conflict

Harmonize

Two Merge with One

Concrete Science

Act

Three Minds Unite

Love / Devotion

Cause

The Highest Light Controls

Organization

Express

The Highest and the Lowest Meet

“The individual Antahkarana features the colors of one’s soul and personality Rays. In the group
Antahkarana it is described as all seven colors of the rainbow, or all seven Ray colors, which represent
the Ray colors of all the individual Antahkaranas composing it. These appear to be two very different
descriptions, however on closer consideration the individual and group Antahkaranas are arranged and
colored similarly, just that the individual is a microcosm of the group. The group Antahkarana isn’t just
all seven colors, but it also emphasizes the color indigo. Indigo is the Ray 2 color, which emphasizes the
Ray 2 of humanity and our system. Similarly, the individual Antahkarana isn’t just two colors, but is also
tinted by various sub-rays for the personality vehicles. In other words, all Antahkaranas (both individual
and group) feature a primary Ray color, and a variety of other Ray colors that properly act as sub-rays
to it. The primary color is usually the color of the soul Ray. However, if the disciple or group has evolved
such that the Antahkarana is approaching Monadic levels, then one is presumably focusing upon the
Monadic Ray and its color. At that point the soul Ray is properly a sub-ray of the Monadic Ray, just as
earlier on the Path the disciple worked to make their personality Ray a sub-ray of the soul Ray
Understanding of the group Antahkarana can be increased by looking at two particular areas within
esotericism.”
“Seed Group 4 (New Age Educators) specifically promotes building the group Antahkarana. This
seed group works to develop education of people on all levels. More specifically its’ three tasks include
educating the illiterate, the middle classes, and the most cultured or those on spiritual paths. Education
includes knowledge as well as wisdom, making this group focused upon developing and connecting the
lower mind, abstract mind, and the soul, which together form the three aspects of mind. Those
connections are similar to the connections formed by the Antahkarana, which is why this Seed Group is
associated with the rainbow bridge. Education and culture being applied to the masses emphasizes the
group, and therefore group education promotes the group Antahkarana.”
“The book Discipleship in the New Age Volume II presents six formulas, which are described as
‘fundamental prerequisites for Initiation’ and ‘second ray presentations of soul ideas.’ Formula II
promotes alignment and ‘revelation of the group Antahkarana.’ Specifically, this formula concerns
alignment with the soul, and later with the Spiritual Triad. These alignments are made via the
Antahkarana, which explains why this formula is related to the Antahkarana. On a more universal level,
Formula II is about ‘transition from the unreal to the Real.’ Ultimately, the Antahkarana acts as a roadway
of consciousness for the individual and group to travel from the relatively unreal and limiting worlds of
matter, to more expanded and true levels of consciousness. Also, Formula II presents four elements with

their spiritual qualities of Earthly Contact, Oceanic Synthesis, Airy Expansion, and Fiery Relations. The
four elements together encompass all possibilities in a manner similar to how all colors are included in a
rainbow, which aligns with the Antahkarana whose symbol is the rainbow bridge.”
“In Rule 1 of the 14 Rules, Djwhal Khul says this also, ‘In the last analysis, these Rules or Formulas
of Approach are primarily concerned with the Shamballa or life aspect. They are the only Formulas or
embodied techniques at present extant which have in them the quality which will enable the aspirant to
understand and eventually express the significance of the words of Christ, "Life more abundantly." These
words relate to contact with Shamballa; the result will be the expression of the will aspect. The whole
process of invocation and evocation is tied up with the idea. The lesser aspect is ever the invoking factor,
and this constitutes an unalterable law lying behind the entire evolutionary process. It is necessarily a
reciprocal process, but in time and space it might be broadly said that the lesser ever invokes the higher,
and higher factors are then evoked and respond according to the measure of understanding and the
dynamic tension displayed by the invoking element. This many fail to realize. They do not work at the
evocative process. That word simply connotes the response of that which has been reached. The task of
the lesser aspect or group is invocative, and the success of the invocative rite is called evocation’.
“More about the Antahkarana can be found in the Alice Bailey Books, The Rays and The Initiations,
Discipleship in The New Age Vol I and II, Esoteric Astrology, and Education in the New Age to mention
but a few.’
“So, in closing this introduction to The Elemental Grace Alliance, Book 2 – The Group Antahkarana,
I tell you that just to study the 14 Rules of the Antahkarana does not necessarily grant one a group
Antahkarana. Understanding and practice, are two very different things. But one does lead to the other
to go hand in hand. Meanwhile, We, here within the Elemental Grace Alliance Council Divine Plan,
shall continue to develop these concepts in ways that can be absorbed, understood, and implemented by
the many, for the Greatest Good of All Concerned.”
“The Elemental Grace Alliance is not the same as any other group presently operational upon the
planet. It is but one Divine Plan unfolding here for the benevolence of All. But We tell you this, having
magnetized unto Itself, into the physical plane, All Seven Spheres of Influence, and who, through unascended human beings upon the ground, have created the potential to unite Shamballa, Hierarchy and
Humanity into a Spiritual Triad and who are working as representatives of the Supplementary Seven, the
One, those upon the ground, all in accordance with Cosmic Law. Therefore, let it also be known that
these Formulas of Approach or Rules of Initiation deal with the unfoldment of group consciousness,
because it is only in group formation that, as yet, the Shamballa force of the Will can be tapped into.
They are useless to the individual under the New Initiatory Dispensation. Only the group, under the
proposed new modes of working and of group Initiation, shall be capable of invoking Shamballa . (For
more on this specific reference go to Rays and Initiations, Alice Bailey Study of the 14 Rules of Initiation
Rule 1 and 8).

“We the Elemental Grace Alliance Council are calling once again, for your help and assistance to now
expand this Divine Plan into many of the various aspects of its God Purpose. The EGA shall need
multiple resources, very soon, human, financial and material, to continue and magnify Its programs.”
“I leave you to now discern for yourself what has been shared here, with this excerpt from Joseph
Benner, In the Book ‘Brotherhood – A Call To Service’ the I Am Presence says;
‘When a Message comes containing an opportunity for Real Service, and disclosing a Real Plan and
a Real Work for the helping of your brothers and sisters; not some vague high sounding ideal, but a
Definite Practical Work that your Soul recognizes, and your Heart leaps toward in glad response; know

that such response is My Voice calling you to the Work I have been preparing you for, and you need not
question or doubt, for your Soul commands you to obey.’
‘But if there is no glad response in your heart, not even a faint voice there calling upon you to
investigate as there may be something in this for you; and instead there is only a coldness and an entire
lack of interest; know that that message is for others, and that that particular Work is not for you; for
you could be of no assistance, not being ready for such Work as yet.’
‘But if hearing, and at first thus happily responding, if but for a moment, before doubts crowd in and
from outer sources come advice and argument, criticism of that particular work or of the way it came to
you, or of the messenger who brought it, fast smothering the urge in the Heart still trying to hold your
attention, Know that I Am but trying and testing you, to see if you are as yet ready for the Work which
I always have awaiting My Proven and Faithful Servants; to see if I can use you to awaken and prepare
My other Children so I can unfold My Nature in them that they can feel Me as the Love in their Hearts,
and can thereby hear My Voice there, and know I Am their Higher and Real Self and that I Am Calling
them also, anxious to lead them forth into the New Day.’

“For all those reading or listening to this, and you can feel your Inner Light Being Ignited by your I
Am Presence, you will know what to do!”
“Behind the group there stands the Door. Before them opens out the Way. Together let the band of
brothers and sisters onward move”.

“I Am El Morya at your Service”.

